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Abstract

The National Memorial is under the supervision of National Defence Studies

lnstitute, Royal Thai Armed Forces Headquarters. lt is a memorial extolling the heroic

deeds of Thai ancestors who used their intellect, ability, flesh and blood, as well as, their

life to protect this Motherland. lt is also a museum providing knowledge on Thai history

and major Thai battles, including the Thai armies' mission abroad such as the Vietnam

War, Korean War, presented through Oioramas of the happening and photos.

The objectives of developing of the National Memorial for tourist attraction

project are to survey what the public wants the National Memorial to organize. To study

fhe appropriate way to develop the National Memorial for tourist attraction and military

history learning revenue. To find a guidance in the development of museums. particularly

the military museum, which is the responsibility of the armed forces for tourist attractions

and military history learning revenue.

In surveying the needs and expectations of the public, the quantitative

research methods is the interview and the qualitative research methods as in-depth

interview, and group discussion with the visitors were used. People in Bangkok and its

vicinity associated with the National Memorial were selected as the sample groups to

recognize how is the knowledge about the National Memorial the pubic have and how is

the attitudes to the development as a tourist attraction. ln order to Royal Thai Armed

Forces Headquarters to use the result of research to define goals and develop the

National Memorial to meet the needs of the people.

The study found that most people commented lhat the National Memorial

should be open on holidays and the family should be the first target group. ln addition,

activities that the whole family can do together for examples events such as Walk Rally,

Military activilies, Cultural activities, Special events for important historical agenda

etc..Publicities the stories of the heroes and heroines who sacrificed their life and provide

activities for the relatives and social participation to recognize their heroes were also

recommended.
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ln a tong term, the National Memorial should be readjusted the structure of the

organization, develop the personnel knowledge and attitude of working, set up marketing

and public relations plans as well as providing management and budget plans based on

information obtained from the study as a foundation to sustainable success in developing

of the National Memorialfor tourist attraction and guidelines for other military museums.
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